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Reach and Influence  
In-Market Buyers
Use TrustRadius downstream intent data in 6sense seamlessly 
 
Buyers today want to do their own research. They are typically 

57% of the way to having made a decision before ever 

engaging with you. Downstream intent data 

helps you engage and influence those 

buyers at the right time with 

relevant messaging. 

Leverage TrustRadius 
downstream intent data directly 
in the 6sense platform to:

• Engage and advance in-market 
accounts showing strong intent on 
TrustRadius

• Add valuable second-party 
downstream intent signals to 
complement third-party intent for 
topic-level research

• Run ad campaigns targeting 
in-market buyers and buyers 
considering your competitors 

How is TrustRadius downstream intent data 
different: 

• Audience relevance: Engaged mid-market and 
enterprise buyers spending 12 minutes on average; 
minimal overlap with other review platforms

• In-depth content: 400+ word reviews that are 4x 
longer that other review platforms, generating high-
quality insights for buyers  

• User interactions: Buyers researching your category, 
your products, and your competitors by checking 
pricing, reviews, and side-by-side product comparisons
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Get in touch to access a free trial of intent data in 6sense.  
TrustRadius is the most trusted review platform helping technology buyers make better 

decisions and vendors tell their unique story, improve conversion, engage high-intent buyers, 
and gain customer insights.  

Leading brands are driving results using 
TrustRadius downstream intent data in 
6sense: 

• Up to 2x increase in ad performance 
with over 500% increase in reach and 
engagement

• Over 15% of targeted accounts increased 
buying stage—up to 56% to consideration 
stage on 6sense

• Over $1 million new pipeline influenced in 
just one month

Types of TrustRadius downstream data Campaign ideas 

Category-level intent data reveal target accounts that are 
researching products in your technology category, which 
could be your products and/or competitors’.

Product-level intent data allows customers to either target 
companies that are researching their products or only focus 
on companies comparing their product to their competitors’.

Product comparison data* shows accounts that are doing a 
side-by-side comparison of your product with a competitor.  
*Only available in 6sense

Build a segment of people researching your competitors, 
then run an ad campaign to target those accounts, promoting 
messaging that differentiates from others.

Focus on messaging that offers demo requests, free trials, 
and other bottom-of-funnel offers that perform well.

Get started using downstream intent data at no cost, 
available now to 6sense customers to build segments and 
run competitive campaigns against.

* Only available in 6sense as a freemium offer.
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